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	1 Fact: Rashmi used to be a lawyer 
	2 Fact: She has bounced to hip hop beats at 10 Downing St
	3 Fact: She talks to herself (A LOT) 
	Text Field 19: She loves her veggie but not onions. Never onions.
	Bio: Rashmi is an award-winning children's author who grew up reading and loving picture books, non-fiction books, and comics. She now writes two out of three of those and a graphic novel is definitely on her writing wish-list. But non-fiction is one of Rashmi's favourite things. She loves that WOW feeling of discovering something new and fascinating and sharing it with the world through her books. Rashmi didn't see herself very often in the books she read when growing up so she makes sure that her books take readers on a journey across this beautiful planet of ours, shining a spotlight on people from everywhere and from all kinds of backgrounds. Good News (illustrated by Adam Hayes) is no exception. Shortlisted for the Blue Peter Book Awards, it shows readers the facts about the biggest challenges we face on Earth but also the facts about the progress we've made already and the amazing people all over the world working hard to make a difference. She wrote this book during the very first lockdown to give readers some reassurance and to shine a light of hope. Because hope is everything.  
	Text Field 21: She loves that WOW feeling of discovering something new and fascinating and sharing it with the world  through her books...”
	Intro: Rashmi's non-fiction book Good News: Why The World is Not As Bad as You Think is a reassuring book bursting with hope...
	First name: Rashmi
	Surename: Sirdeshpande
	Image1_af_image: 
	Activity Description: Write or draw a mind map in the blank space below.
	Author Name: With Rashmi Sirdeshpande
	Author Description: The world seems to be full of bad news but there are lots of great things going on all around us that we don’t hear about. What are some of the good things around you that you can think of? In the blank space below create a mind map of good things that have happened or that make you happy. It could be a person, place or thing.
	Activity Example: Rashmi’s Examples: ice cream, first shoots of green in spring, laughing with family, funny books, comics, Black Panther, Ms Marvel, real-life heroes like Michelle Obama, Sophia Duleep Singh, and  Stephen Hawking...    
	Activity Number: Activity 1:
	Activity Title: Write a good news story in the blank space below.
	Bottom of Page: Finished? Why not write a good news story about something on your mind map and get your teacher to share it with us on booktrustvoices.incling.com/welcome
	Image of Author: 


